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Part 1    Foreword:

n order to address the every rampant problem of increasing illegal

trafficking migrants locally, the Bureau of State Security has since

January 1, 2005, streamlined relevant intelligence units, including the

Ministry of Interior's bureau of investigation, Defense Department's

military police command headquarter, and the Coast Guard

Administration (CGA), to organize a joint taskforce of the "Maritime

eradication project".  The project has taken to "Instilling a joint intelli-

gence mechanism for excelling the coordination and contact work as

the working objective, and focuses on "Mainland traffickers' organized

crime cases" and "Eradicating illegal traffickers hiding locally" as the

working focus by relying on the project execution in a move to effec-

tively curtail illicit activities of the trafficking crime, restore the cross-

strait exchange order, and better maintain the social law enforcement. 

Part 2    Performances:

(I)   Up to June 30, 2005 since the project was first inducted on Jan.

1, this year, a total of 397 trafficker crime cases have been

busted, indicating 589 mainland traffickers (of 459 men and

130 women), 172 persons involve local residents; among them

three systematic trafficking cases have been cracked down, in

addition to three cases of organized people trafficking broker-

ing and sex ring cases.
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(II)   Of analysis on data derived from 589 individuals identified

by the project, in terms of the area found, the northern area

commanded the highest with 409 individuals indicted, tri-

aled by the central area with 85 individuals, followed by the

eastern area with 65 individuals, and the southern area being

the lowest with only 30 individuals found.

(III)  In terms of the county and municipality of arrest, Taipei

County commanded the highest of 136 individuals, trailed

by the Taoyuna area of 100 individuals, Taipei City 77 indi-

viduals, the Hualien are 62 individuals, the Taichung area 43

individuals, the Hsinchu area 41 persons, the Ilan area 38

persons, Keelung City 18 persons, Kinmen 18 persons, the

Kaohsiung area 17 persons; the figures show that the locale

where illegal migrants were found had largely been in the

northern metropolitan areas.  In the southern area since the

project was first launched, no organized movement, or

organized crime had been identified.  The scenarios not only

lent a picture to the distribution of crime by region, and were

also indicative that the crackdown work in the southern area

needed to be stepped up.

(IV)  In addition, of analysis to illegal mainland migrants identi-

fied during the project period by gender, the project period

found 459 male illegal migrants, and 130 female illegal

migrants, whom were at a ratio of 3.5:1, and when compared

with 706 men and 1077 women found in 2004, or at a ratio of

1:2, showed that since the project was launched, the various

agencies' efforts in deterring the illicit entries, with active

efforts in infiltrating local people trafficking brokering, sex

ring, and in eradicating hidden mainland illegal migrants

had brought down the number of female illegal migrants,

notwithstanding the number of male illegal migrants had

inadvertently gone up.

Part 3    An overview of relevant problems:

I. The brokering rings continue to bring in illegal migrants
through various means:

Based on relevant local crackdown data, during the project imple-

mentation period from Jan. to June, mainlanders who entered Taiwan

legally but worked illegally totaled up to 2,714 individuals, with 589

illegal migrants identified, which supported the fact that through the

implementation of the project and a precise execution by all designated

agencies had brought down the number of female illegal migrants, but
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the number of male illegal migrants had inadvertently gone up.  In

addition, with local sex ring operators attempting to circumvent the

crackdown, some of them had turned to brining in mainlanders

through legal means to engage in working illegally by turning to recruit

women from the mainland or other foreign destinations for brokering

them to work in the sex trade for profiting, where the scenarios of inter-

mixing the legal and illegal means for bringing in mainlanders to

Taiwan had emerged as something to be watched for. 

II. The trafficking mode is being replaced by stowing through
mainland fishermen:

In an effort to continue eradicating hidden illegal mainland

migrants, and effectively curtailing trafficking rings from brokering

mainland residents for entry to Taiwan, a joint crackdown mechanism

had been instilled locally since the end of 2003, which continued to

push forward the smuggling ring project, maritime eradication project,

intended to deter the illicit people trafficking move by actively infiltrat-

ing local trafficking brokering, sex ring and eradicating hidden main-

land illegal migrants.  The project had ominously curtailed the illicit

acts in local trafficking crime; based on evidence derived from the Ilan-

based fishing vessel, Jin Hsin Cheng, and the Taitung-based fishing ves-

sel, Tsia Dong Ching #1, busted during the project period for carrying

mainland fishermen without ID or permit showed that local trafficking

rings had begun to turn to brining in mainland fishermen through

means of ship jumping or drop shipping at the shore in order to cir-

cumvent the crackdown, and the percentage of mainlanders working

illegally was on the rise.

III. The crime rate among the illicit mainland entrants is on the
rise: 

Presently with the proportion on the number of crime cases com-

mitted by mainland residents, whether illegally trafficked or legally

entered, has been on the rise, a few instances, such as the recent kidnap-

ping case, murder case for profiting have shocked the society, coupled

with mainlanders' having no prior record, conduct or fingerprinting

information, has made it difficult to track down illicit entrants brought

in by ganger rings to serve as assassin or falls into being gangster crime

committing tools in creating hidden concern to the society's security

enforcement.

Part 4    Subsequent moves and recommendation:

The project, since its inception, has seen a gradual manifestation

of its implementation yield in terms of eradicating traffickers hidden

locally and curtailing the source right from the mainland area, and pro-

vides an effective control to the rampant local people trafficker issue;

relevant subsequent move and tangible recommendations are present-

ed as follows:

I. To continue focusing on gathering evidence to fully disinte-
grate the organization:

Among the 397 trafficking crime cases busted during the period,

with only three cases of organized trafficking crime and three cases of

organized crime cases found, a major reason had been attributed to the

lack of gathering comprehensive evidence.  As a result, when the inves-
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tigation and arrest were made in a majority of the case, the authorities

had failed to track down to the source in order to expand the depth and

width of investigation.  In order to achieve the mission objective of

tracking down to the source and eradicating right from the source, it is

prudent for all execution agencies to continue keep watch and step up

gathering evidence by grasping fully the brokering trafficking, sex rings

and such, in order to fully infiltrate illicit people trafficking and sex

ring organizations. 

II. To coordinate the duty move in eradicating subjects in hiding:
With regard to illicit mainland migrants hidden in inland areas, it

is prudent to step up the crackdown and eradication move against ven-

ues of special trades that illicit migrants are prone to hide in, together

with intelligence gathered though inquiry, intelligence gathering and

case investigation, by combining the joint dynamic sweeping duty for

broad-based investigation in anticipation of complete deterrence and

eradication.

III. To enforce the eradication and inquiry work by expanding the
source of intelligence gathering:

To effectively deter the illicit in trafficking crime, once a traffick-

ing crime had been found, it is not only prudent to step up the inquiry

move for tracking upward to members of the crime ring, but it is also

equally important to integrate the case intelligence to the existing intel-

ligence network by stepping up the contract and guidance effect in

order to expand the source of leads and intelligence.

IV. To adopt a dual strategy for effective eradication:
In addressing the issue of how trafficking rings had turn to brin-

ing in mainlanders for working illegally through legal and illegal

means as identified during the project period, it is prudent for all exe-

cution units to coordinate with the police to join in the crackdown in

the wake of such cases, in order to effectively curtail mainlanders from

entering and working in Taiwan illegally. 

(The author is currently with the Coast Guard Administration's

intelligence division)




